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Agenda
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The Opportunity: In the absence of meeting face-to-face, or in extended teams, we can still learn deeply, and listen 
deeply, to others. If remaining competitive is a constant challenge in this time of the pandemic, it is also an on-going 
opportunity to outsmart competition through enhancing preparation and furthering strategic readiness. 

1. Introductions
2. Benchmarking visualization
3. Shell
4. Ingersoll Rand/Trane Technologies
5. BP
6. Unilever
7. UTC
8. Closing remarks and invitation to June Energy Competiveness and Corporate Affiliates Webinars
9. 30 minute interactive dialogue / Q&A

The content for April 23 and 24 will be the same to accommodate the conflicting schedules of the participants.
The Q & A portions of each day will likely include different perspectives from the various attendees.



Transformation
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Transformation is difficult. The greatest transformation magnifiers are select people. What makes 
someone a brilliant deputy includes:

• They prove indispensable repeatedly, without much prompting.

• They display internally refined standards which they deploy across the staff in a continuous 
visibility. These standards embody the goals of the top leaders.

• These brilliant deputies do more than add immediate value to the campaign. They communicate 
pattern, strategy, consistency and value.



The Shared Historic Circumstance
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• Since writing World Inc., I’ve come to see that societies and customers expect large corporations to 
answer to an expanding number of social needs. 

• This includes the future of mobility, globalization concerns of fair compensation, and the 
sustainability priorities surrounding being competitive in a carbon and capital constrained global 
market.

• This workshop is focused on how to help firms adapt in the short-run and adapt in the long run to 
these related challenges. It is not another virus pandemic reflection; instead, it is a personal and 
conceptual summary of 38 years of work as a management consultant and recognized facilitator in 
this space.

Suggested Further Learning:
February 24, 2013, interview on ESPN Radio WMFD AM 630 (Wilmington, Delaware) with Bruce Piasecki on the 
differences between Lance Armstrong and Michael Jordan, and the value of teamwork, as written about in his 
book, "Doing More With Teams."  

http://www.worldincbook.com/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?view=detail&mid=B7C45200ACC41FA045C2B7C45200ACC41FA045C2&shtp=Email&shid=aaba4fb4-2f25-48eb-8ee8-13275c109452&shtk=RVNQTiBJbnRlcnZpZXcgd2l0aCBCcnVjZSBQaWFzZWNraSBvbiBUZWFtd29yaw%3D%3D&shdk=RmVicnVhcnkgMjQsIDIwMTMgaW50ZXJ2aWV3IG9uIEVTUE4gUmFkaW8gV01GRCBBTSA2MzAgKFdpbG1pbmd0b24sIERlbGF3YXJlKSB3aXRoIEJydWNlIFBpYXNlY2tpIG9uIHRoZSBkaWZmZXJlbmNlcyBiZXR3ZWVuIExhbmNlIEFybXN0cm9uZyBhbmQgTWljaGFlbCBKb3JkYW4sIGFuZCB0aGUgdmFsdWUgb2YgdGVhbXdvcmssIGFzIHdyaXR0ZW4gYWJvdXQgaW4gaGlzIGxhdGVzdCBib29rLCAiRG9pbmcgTW9yZSBXaXRoIFRlYW1zLiI%3D&shhk=gN3qv8nmfj9YPGGeruqBdjftDe9ryEDM5xKtdxlo08U%3D&form=VDSHOT&shth=OSH.4rT2v%2BWsDyTfWsnTQNVITg


Visualization of Take-Aways

What is achievable and profitable

• A 3-year retrospective of the creation of Trane Technologies as a climate competitive firm born from the 
long history of Ingersoll Rand.

• An evaluation of why UTC, after 3 years of stunning stock returns, decided to split into three parts: with 
Otis and Carrier becoming independent companies and UTC merging with our past client Raytheon 
Technologies. Do other industrial conglomerates follow this model of transformation?

• The new fashionable claim to be carbon neutral by 2050. Knowing that most of us will be retired long 
before that date, we will look at what is reasonable and profitable in the NEXT THREE YEARS, 2020 to 2023.

5



Visualization of Take-Aways
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• Over the next year, we will demonstrate why UTC and Ingersoll Rand have changed.

• By examining expertise in law firms, asset management firms, and corporate boards, we are now 
asking this question: How much more transformation needs to occur?

• We visualize these major transformation as a bullet train.

• When you look at Shell, the Street sees that they have invested (to date) more than $8 billion in their 
alternative energy company, including buying an electric utility in the UK and making it 100 percent 
renewable. If you look closely at the Shell investment papers, you see they are planning to triple that 
to an amount approaching $25 billion.

• Now that is significant transformation.



Continuing the Dialogue
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• This is the beginning of a year-long set of structured input dialogues on successful transformations 
with key Corporate Affiliates, Energy Sponsors, and CEOs in our Food/Energy/Land/Water Nexus 
Innovation Hub, sponsored by BP Ventures.

• Register through Marti@ahcgroup.com, or call her at 518-289-5622.

• Membership in an ongoing fashion is available for existing fees known by the member companies. 
Individuals from new companies can participate for free on either April 23 and 24; after which, these 
discussions are closed to paying member companies listed at www.ahcgroup.com.

mailto:Marti@ahcgroup.com
http://www.ahcgroup.com/


Creating Access to New Markets
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Source: Bruce Piasecki, World Inc. 
http://worldincbook.com/
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Social Response Product Development
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• Greater Financial Performance
• Reduced Costs
• Increased Return-on-Investment
• External (Leveraged) Investment
• Stakeholder Management/Engagement
• Liability Management
• Strategic Partnering
• Competitive Advantage

Impacts of social response product 
development are also drivers and benefits of 
change.

In a swift and severe world, corporations 
have become osmotic.

Source: Bruce Piasecki, World Inc. http://worldincbook.com/

Knowledge Structure of 21st Century Competition

http://worldincbook.com/


There has been a subtle world changing shift form shareholder 
capitalism to social response capitalism since 2008 
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The Virtuous Circle of Wealth Creation From
The Accepted Corporate View
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What is the market challenge versus 
social expectation?

What requirements (staff, title, 
function) do we set?

When do we announce goals versus 
when do we transact the strategy?

What else is needed to achieve the 
transformation?

When and how will we measure the 
change in a swift & severe world?

Strategy & 
Objectives

Guiding 
Principles

Actions & 
Execution

Design & 
Planning

Business 
Transformation 

Portfolio

AHC Group Has Matured Past the Left to the Right
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We help a firm build its top engine 
of change: its executives

Modified from conventional studies by AHC Group

Traditional models are bettered by executives who ask the right questions at the right time.
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Shell Investors Response 

• Sustainable investors gave the proposals a warm welcome, while urging Shell to now deliver on the new goals.

• "This announcement significantly increases Shell's ambitions and commitments," said Adam Matthews, director 

of ethics and engagement of the Church of England Pensions Board, board member of the Institutional Investors 

Group on Climate Change (IIGCC), and co-lead of engagement with Shell as part of the Climate Action 100+ group 

of investors. "It is indicative of Shell's confidence in not only navigating the immediate situation but rightly sets 

the focus on developing net-zero pathways in key sectors that shape the demand for energy. Ultimately, it will be 

by developing and supporting net zero pathways in these sectors that we will achieve the goals of the Paris 

Agreement.”

14



A Word From Trane’s Chairman and CEO

“Fundamentally, we excel where global megatrends and 

sustainability intersect with our innovation and capabilities. 

Today, 15% of the world’s carbon emissions (CO2e) come from 

heating and cooling buildings, and another 8% comes from 

global food loss. And these numbers are growing.

We are continually innovating to bend the curve on global 

warming. By 2030, we will reduce our customer’s carbon 

emissions (CO2e) by 1 gigaton by changing the way the world 

heats and cools buildings and moves refrigerated food, 

medicines and other perishables.”

— Michael W. Lamach, chairman and chief executive officer

15



Demonstrating Climate Leadership

Paul Camuti, EVP and Chief Technology and Strategy Officer, Trane Technologies:

• "True climate leadership is to move beyond compliance, embed sustainability into your core business 
strategy, and take it a step further and set aspirational goals and think about the maximum impact 
you can have directly or indirectly.”

• "It’s not having all the answers — necessarily — but putting a stake in the ground, and challenging 
what’s possible for a sustainable future and committing to being the solution."

• Have a strong purpose and mission to guide business. Without a clear and articulated purpose, it’s 
increasingly difficult to get everyone on the same page. 

– "Our role in advocating for climate policy revolves around informing and educating policymakers 
at all levels about smart energy usage and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.”

16



Looking to 2030 and the Need to Take Action Now
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Dave Regnery, President and Chief Operating Officer, Trane Technologies, 
identifies these familiar megatrends. Trane demonstrates the need to take 
action.

• Urbanization
• There will be 5B people in cities
• 20% increase from today
• We need to make cities smarter and more energy efficient, and 

improve last-mile delivery

• Resource Constraints
• Food production needs to increase by 30-35%
• Fresh water demand to increase by 50%



More Megatrends:
How Are Companies Taking Action? 

• Population Growth
• Roughly 10% increase by 2030

• There are already pressures on our food, wellness and 
infrastructure

• The global middle class will grow by as much as 40%
• Brings people out of poverty, but accelerates resource demands

• Workforce Dynamics
• We have skilled labor constraints today – need 2M workers
• This shortage may increase to 8M in 2030

18



Ingersoll Rand Governance Structure 
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Scott Tew, Executive Director, Center 
for Energy Efficiency & Sustainability, 
has been an ongoing active member 
of AHC’s Corporate Affiliates and 
Energy Competitiveness programs.

The Center of Excellence is the key to success.



The Gigaton Challenge
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Source: Trane Technologies/Sustainability

https://www.tranetechnologies.com/en/index/sustainability.html


Opportunity for All
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Source: Trane Technologies/Sustainability

https://www.tranetechnologies.com/en/index/sustainability.html


Leading by Example
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Source: Trane Technologies/Sustainability

https://www.tranetechnologies.com/en/index/sustainability.html
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BP as an Announced Model of a Firm Seeking 
Significant Transformation



BP’s New Leadership Model Introduced

This new model to start July 1. Leaders from the 11 teams will 

form the new BP leadership that will develop the new strategy to 

be announced in September 2020.

 4 business groups: Production & Operations / Customers / 

Gas & Low Carbon Energy / Innovation & Engineering

 3 integrators: Regions, Cities and Solutions / Strategy & 

Sustainability / Trading & Shipping

 4 teams of enablers of business delivery: Finance / Legal / 

People & Culture / Communications & Advocacy

24The AHC Group derived these summaries from recent BP disclosures.



BP’s detailed roadmap to be released September 2020

• Net zero entire operations by 2050 
• Currently around 415 million tonnes of emissions – 55 million from 

operations and 360 million tonnes from the carbon content of 
upstream oil and gas production

• Net zero Upstream production by 2050 

• 50% reduction in carbon intensity of the products sold by 2050 or sooner

• Methane measurement at all BP major oil and gas processing sites by 2023, 
transparent reporting and 50% reduction in our operated methane intensity

• Increase investment in non-oil and gas business

25
The AHC Group derived and summarized from recent BP disclosures.

Learning to Compete in a World
Constrained by Carbon and Capital

http://squareonepublishers.com/Title/9780757004261

Suggested Further Learning

http://squareonepublishers.com/Title/9780757004261


Learning to Compete Through Greater Team Coherence

BP’s Transformation Initiative: 5 Aims to Help the World Meet Net Zero.

• Advocating: Stop corporate reputation advertising and redirect resources to active advocacy for progressive 
climate policies

• Incentivizing Employees: Incentivize employees to deliver on our aims and advocate for net zero by 
increasing climate element in annual bonuses for leadership and 37,000 employees

26

http://squareonepublishers.com/Title/9780757004278

• Aligning Associations: Reframe relationships with trade associations and exit when appropriate
• Withdrew from 3 US based industry trade groups (American Fuel & Petrochemical Manufacturers, 

Western States Petroleum Association, and Western Energy Alliance). 
• Bernard Looney: “BP will pursue opportunities to work with organizations who share our ambitious 

and progressive approach to the energy transition. And when differences arise, we will be 
transparent. But if our views cannot be reconciled, we will be prepared to part company.”

• Transparency Leader: Become a recognized leader in transparency for our sector – support Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations and work to implement them

• Clean Cities: Create a team dedicated to helping countries, cities and corporations around the world 
decarbonize

The AHC Group derived and summarized from recent BP disclosures: BP as a social response organization.

Suggested Further Learning

http://squareonepublishers.com/Title/9780757004278


BP: Current Plans and Resources to Consider

• Leverage transparency to learn, improve & share. Here again BP is acting as a social response global 
firm worthy of trust.

• Differentiate value propositions through new business models, enhanced corporate culture, brand 
leadership and other intangibles to secure durable competitive advantage.

• Partnerships/Alliances. We found at SUNCOR that creating Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation Alliance 
(COSIA) paid dividends; we also found that buying Petro Canada was key.

• Advocacy with external stakeholders: This is why we felt a six to seven-person External Advisory 
Council could help.

27



Why it Pays to Study Unilever
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Source: The 2019 GlobeScan/SustainAbility
Leaders Survey Report; THE CEO of GlobeScan Chris 

Coulter is an AHC Group Alliance Partner

% of Experts, Unprompted, Total Mentions, 2010-2019



Pause for Discussion on Unilever
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These next select slides on Unilever’s transformation are compiled from a larger set of 60 prepared by 
Global Sustain for AHC Group and Bruce Piasecki. We will explore a deeper dive on the additional 
content at our June 17/18 Corporate Affiliates workshop.

• Unilever is widely viewed as a company that has successfully transformed over the past 10 years?
• What lessons can we learn on how Unilever is transforming itself?

Responses from:
• Chris Coulter, CEO, GlobeScan – comments on Unilever
• Linda Coady, former CSO, Enbridge – comments on Stakeholder Engagement
• Scott Tew, Executive Director, Center for Energy Efficiency & Sustainability, Trane Technologies



Unilever’s Investment Strategy for the
Long Term
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1. Genuine innovation: brands that create defendable, sustainable, profitable positions.

2. Differentiated businesses with clear opportunities for global expansion that can disrupt
or compete with market leaders in our target sectors.

3. Companies that could benefit from Unilever’s global reach, market and consumer
knowledge and its capabilities.



Luis Di Como, 
EVP Global Media Unilever, 

Keith Higgins
Global EVP e-Commerce, 

Omni-Channel, Smart Data, 
Unilever

Roland Sieker
Non-Executive Director Unilever

Vassiliki Petrou
Executive Vice President Prestige, 

Group CEO Prestige

31

Unilever



Viviana Alvarez Sanchez, Head 
of Sustainability, North America 

Unilever 32

Pamela Dickson
VP Finance Prestige at Unilever

Dorcas Lau
Chief Executive Officer, Vitasoy Hong Kong Operation

VP, Digital Marketing and eCommerce, North Asia

Stan Sthanunathan
Executive Vice President-

Consumer & Market Insights at 
Unilever Follow

Rebecca Marmot, Unilever Chief 
Sustainability Officer

Unilever’s Transformation Leadership



UNILEVER
Viviana Alvarez Sanchez, Head of Sustainability, North America Unilever
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Viviana Alvarez 
Sanchez

https://www.linkedin.com/in/viviana-alvarez-sanchez-6a21b43a/

Head of Sustainability North America Unilever

Empowering women micro-entrepreneurs in Haiti

Unilever and Population Services 
International (PSI) - the global 
health organisation - are teaming 
up once again to improve health 
and wellness in the country. 

In a partnership with Haitian 
micro-financing organisation 
Fonkoze, the organisations are 
working to help Haitians build a 
better future.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/viviana-alvarez-sanchez-6a21b43a/
https://www.unilever.com/news/news-and-features/Feature-article/2014/Empowering-women-micro-entrepreneurs-in-Haiti.html


UNILEVER
Viviana Alvarez Sanchez, Head of Sustainability, North America Unilever
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Viviana Alvarez: Don't quit your job, use it for good

When the 2010 earthquake hit in Haiti, Viviana Alvarez was sitting at 
her desk in the UK. Immediately, she wanted to quit her job and help -
but she didn’t. Instead, she leveraged her job to make the greatest 
difference SHE could make. In addition to her position as a Global 
Customer Service Manager, supply chain, Spain, Vivi is a Unilever Global 
Foundation Ambassador and the President and co-founder of an NGO 
called H2H, Help to Haiti. 

In 2010, she was driven to help the people of Haiti after the devastating 
earthquake that struck; and inspired by the humanitarian work her 
brother and mother were doing there. Vivi’s story exemplifies how 
social entrepreneurship can thrive within a corporate environment. 
Four years later, H2H remains focused on delivering humanitarian and 
basic needs, infrastructure, education, health and micro-financing to 
Haitian families while Vivi leverages her real-world experience to advise 
Unilever on how to scale up a unique business model for market 
development in regions they currently underserve.



UNILEVER
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Viviana Alvarez Sanchez, Head of Sustainability, North America Unilever

Education

Harvard Business School
Executive Education, Creating Shared Value Business/Managerial Economics by Michael Porter

Shared Value thinking often reveals a new definition of corporate purpose that focuses on the societal needs a company
can meet, rather than on traditional product definitions. This shift in perspective can have far-reaching consequences—
prompting companies to redefine business models and to identify important new business opportunities.
This innovative strategy program addresses society's challenges through profitable business models. Going beyond social
responsibility, philanthropy, and sustainability, Shared Value represents a new way to achieve economic success.

University of Oxford - Said Business School
Executive Education: Scenario Planning Programme

ESADE Business School
Master of Business Administration (M.B.A.)Field Of Study: Executive MBA
Activities and Societies: Dissertation and final project related to: Corporate Social Responsibility & Strategic growth plan
for small NGO´s



UNILEVER
Rebecca Marmot, Unilever Chief Sustainability Officer
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Rebecca Marmot

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rebecca-marmot-742a31130/

Unilever Chief Sustainaiblity Officer

Rebecca Marmot-Continuing the Sustainability Journey New models of partnership

Will empowered citizens and true partnerships between 
public and private sectors drive a powerful development 
agenda? Unilever’s Rebecca Marmot and Sheila Redzepi 
explore how new models of partnership could help us deliver 
the Global Goals.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/rebecca-marmot-742a31130/
https://www.unilever.com/news/news-and-features/Feature-article/2015/Rebecca-Marmot-and-Sheila-Redzepi.html


UNILEVER
Rebecca Marmot, Unilever Chief Sustainability Officer
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Rebecca Marmot is responsible for driving the company’s overall sustainability strategy and 
transformational change on priority areas of Unilever’s sustainable living plan (USLP):  climate change and 
eliminating deforestation; sustainable agriculture and smallholder farmers; water, sanitation and hygiene; 
opportunities for women; plastics and the circular economy; impact finance; and health and wellbeing. As 
Chief Sustainability Officer, Rebecca also leads the next chapter of Unilever’s sustainability journey beyond 
the USLP.

Prior to this role, Rebecca was Global Vice President of Sustainability at Unilever where she led the global 
advocacy, policy and partnerships team, heading engagement with external stakeholders and building the 
optimal enabling environment to drive sustainable business. Under her leadership, Unilever played a role in 
major sustainability milestones such as the 2015 Paris Agreement and the creation of the 17 UN Sustainable 
Development Goals – otherwise known as the Global Goals – positioning Unilever at the forefront of 
sustainable business.

Before joining Unilever, Rebecca served as Global External Affairs Director at L’Oréal and in External Affairs 
at the UK Department for Trade and Industry. Here she was responsible for stakeholder management on UK 
government projects.

Rebecca is a Non-Executive Director at Water and Sanitation for the Urban Poor.

Global Goals Leadership Team

https://www.bitc.org.uk/post_
tag/global-goals-
leadershipteam/

https://www.wsup.com/

https://www.humanitarianleadershipacademy.org/

https://www.bitc.org.uk/post_tag/global-goals-leadershipteam/
https://www.wsup.com/
https://www.humanitarianleadershipacademy.org/
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Own the Conversation

Drive the Change: to inspire and help business 
leaders run strategic conversations, 

prompting the scale of action needed to 
deliver on the Goals.

Purpose-driven business: to build and share 
knowledge on embedding purpose in business 

strategy using insights from the Responsible 
Business Tracker.  

Responsible investment and responsible 
supply chains: to carry out development work 

on responsible procurement and the role of 
investors in driving change.

The Key Focus Areas of Transformation
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AHC Group’s Energy Competitiveness

Our shared ambitions are: 

• Useful focused and facilitated dialogue among leaders
• Discernment of best options that are doable/reliable
• Frontier thinking—illuminating innovation 
• Early formation of B to B innovation paths between members
• Arranging one-on-one dual company on-site meetings consistent 

with the purpose of this workshop
• Fostering the prospect of unique alliances
• Helping rehearse proposed solutions internally and before 

senior leadership
• Benchmarking the best programs moving forward into the public
• Expanding the ongoing membership
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June 16-17 Speakers

Workshop 1: Key Energy Trends

Juan Macias, CEO, AlphaStruxure: Where are the 

Best Opportunities for Energy Innovation? (Confirmed)

Joe Madden, CEO, XCHG: Energy and Data: Now 

and in the Future (Confirmed)

Scott Tew, Exec Dir, Center for Energy Efficiency & 

Sustainability, Trane Technologies: Creating an 

Innovation Based Company – The New Trane 

Technologies (Confirmed)

Workshop 2: The Ongoing Transformation in the Capital Markets

Matt Patsky, CEO, Trillium Asset Management: How 

Can Specialized Investors Help Accelerate This Trend? 

(Confirmed)

Nathalie Wallace, Head ESG Investment Strategy, State 

Street Global Advisors: How A Major US Fiduciary 

Firm Views Climate In Setting Investment Priorities

Marilyn Ceci, Managing Director, Head of Green 

Bonds, JP Morgan: How the Role of Green Bonds is 

Changing and What’s Ahead in This Area (Confirmed)

Jack Robinson, Vice Chair and Portfolio Manager, 

Trillium Asset Management: a respondent 

panelist (Confirmed)
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June 16-17 Speakers

Workshop 3: Technology Innovation

Edwin Makkinga, Manager Carbon & Energy Efficiency, Enbridge: The Importance of Innovation in Transitioning to a Lower 

Emissions Economy (Confirmed)

Steve Harper, Global Director, Environment and Energy Policy, Intel Corporation: The Role of Digital Companies in Shaping 

Climate Policy (Confirmed)

Andy Marsh, CEO, Plug Power: Road map to a US Hydrogen Economy

Dominic Emery, VP, Group Strategic Planning, BP: Encouraging Effective Public/Private Sector Energy Innovation (Confirmed)
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AHC Group’s Corporate Affiliates

AHC Group Corporate Affiliates Workshop 40th Biannual “Achieving Results” Workshop
June 17 & 18, 2020 • Saratoga Springs, NY

Interactive leader-to-leader exchange on:

• Competing on Sustainability
• Emerging Issues
• Corporate Strategy & Transformation

Participants include CEOs, Board Members, 
Senior VPs, VPs, Directors and Managers
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June 17-18 Representative Speakers

Nandika Madgavkar, Managing Director, CEO Investor Forum (confirmed)
Businesses must change their definition of success and look beyond financial performance, and also consider their contribution to society 
and willingness to do their part to ensure a sustainable future. To achieve this end, companies need to work to create long-value for all 
stakeholders – from shareholders and suppliers to customers and employees, to society and the environment. 

Linda Coady, Merck External Advisory Council Member, and Founder, Linda Coady and Associates, former Chief Sustainability Officer of 
Enbridge (confirmed)

Bruce Klafter, VP Corporate Social & Environmental Responsibility, Flex
• Pandemic response as an element of resiliency planning
• Purpose and its role in guiding recovery and transformation
• Doing business coming out of a downturn (product mix, outsourcing, changes in various functions, etc.)

Alex Panayotou, CEO and Founder, Oramique (confirmed)
Executive sustainability and avoiding burnout during the transformation to a new normal


